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A complete menu of The Boat House from Arun covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on the card.
For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What ReallyIsKevin likes about The Boat House:
As we were both coming from different directions,we decided that a pit stop at the Littlehampton Marina was an
easy fit . As per each of our visits (at least 3 this year), we were warmly greeted We chose to eat outside on the
veranda opted for the Fish Chip deal, which represents VFM tasty with it.. Will we return?... most definitely read

more. You can use the WiFi of the restaurant at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit
outside and eat and drink. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with

wheelchairs or physical limitations. What casanbe doesn't like about The Boat House:
The Boathouse is on our list as a good all round eatery and we have been several times over the years, always
happy with the food and service. Popped in for breakfast today with my son. I ordered soft scrambled eggs on
sour dough and although the eggs were just about soft, they were thinly spread across the one slice of toast,
without reaching the edge . My son's breakfast consisted of one each of sausage, bacon, egg... read more. A

visit to The Boat House is particularly valuable due to the large variety of coffee and tea specialties, Furthermore,
the light and healthy meals in the specialty list are among the most popular dishes of the visitors. Moreover, there
are a wealth of classically British meals on the menu that will evoke nostalgic feelings in every Brit abroad, You

can't absolutely nothing wrong, especially with bite-sized Tapas, because there is something for all tastes.
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Salad�
CHICKEN SALAD

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Has� Brown� an� Side�
SCRAMBLED EGGS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

POTATOE CHIPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

TOSTADAS

BURGER

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
SAUSAGE

CHEESE

BEANS

EGG

BACON

CHICKEN
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